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After  25 years of intense work we found our company in a comfortable position in the rubber 
sector, thanks to the loyalty of our customers and to our unbeatable ratio of :

“PRICE – QUALITY - DELIVERY TIME”

Nowadays  our main line of products are anti-wear rubber parts, such as ball mill linings of 
any type, trunnion feeds, impact plates...

A key advantage of ELASTEC S.L. - is the quality of products and the inherited experience over 
a hundred years of presence in the market of rubber products, working intensively more than 
25 years in complete supply of rubber parts for mining and cement-ceramic factories located 
all over the world. 

A crucial task of our experts is to control the quality of products at all stages of production, 
during installation, and to certify proper start-up.

ELASTEC S.L. guarantees the best possible 
quality and performance of products, 
tailored to the needs of their customers. 
Offering the best rubber mixtures and 
types depending on the demands of the 
application and optimizing the pieces to 
the real working environment.

Experts from ELASTEC S.L. based on their 
experience over 25 years of field work, 
are always ready to offer their customers 
a highly competent technical assistance 
and the best technological solutions in the 
design, repair and maintenance of rubber 
linings.

European Quality 

The high quality of ELASTEC S.L. products 
and services is confirmed by ISO 
9001:2008 certification.
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We are a specialized company on design, repair and maintenance of ball mill linings.

• Tailor-made solutions

• All types and sizes  of mills

• Wet and dry Applications

• Feeding systems

• Long, Guaranteed, and Predictable Life

Rubber is a material with unique technical characteristics: it has a unitary weight significantly 
lower than metal and ceramic materials, while at the same time providing exceptional abrasion 
and impact energy reduction.  

With the state of technology constantly evolving metal-rubber, ceramic-rubber and 
polyurethane-rubber  products are manufactured to meet the most demanding requirements.

Rubber linings provide important advantages when compared to other types of Linings  (Steel, 
alumina, silex):

• Simplicity of installation, which leads to shorter maintenance times

• Reduced weight and volume of the lining

• Noise reduction

• Minimum contamination of grinded media

• Easy adjustment to all types and models using standard parts.

RUBBER LINING FOR EVERY 
TYPE OF BALL MILL 
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Conical Continuous Ball Mills

Multi-Chamber Continuous Mills

Batch Mills

Helical Continuous Ball Mills
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FULL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Covering all your needs

To guarantee full customer satisfaction, we provide our customers with other services, at  
very competitive prices so they can obtain the most out of our products.

The most important service we provide is technological assistance in optimizing customers 
mills. While other companies ask for high prices for these customized solutions, we do not 
need  to make profit of this service, our goal is to solve customer’s problems and adapt to 
their situation.

Installation and maintenance  services are offered, as well as full complete, easy and detailed 
guides for the installation and maintenance process. 

Our installation services are also certified and audited for quality inspection.

Inspection of a Diaphragm Crown Gear change in a 
Continuous Mill
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Diaphragm Maintenance Repair of a Diaphragm in a 
Continuous Mill

Final inspection of the 
Rubber LiningBearing Change 

in a Batch Mill

Corrective Maintenance in a 
Batch Mill head

Drilling on the Shell of a 
Continuous Mill
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RUBBER LINING ELEMENTS  

PLATES
Plates are used to protect mill Shell and it’s 
thickness can be adjusted in order to increase 
mill’s capacity or lining wear life. Plate wideness 
is adjusted to the number of divisions in the shell.

LIFTER BARS 
Lifter Bars are a crucial element of the 
lining, they protect and hold in place 
the plates while at the same time 
“lift” the grinded media for optimum 
grinding of the mill. 
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 FEED TRUNNION

Feeding systems of the mills can be manufactured 
as a rubber spiral as an alternative to steel spirals.

TRIANGLES

Triangles are used on the mill’s heads, It’s function 
is similar to the shell plates and the dimensions 
depend on the lining configuration of each mill.

RUBBER PROFILES

The rubber profiles function is to fill any possible 
gaps between the shell and the heads of the mill, 
they also help adjustment of the rubber pieces 
by tightening both the shell and head lining.

OUTPUT TUBE

Output tubes are usually covered by rubber parts 
to prevent wear and corrosion. 

RUBBER LINING ELEMENTS 
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MANHOLE PLATES

Manhole plates are used when access to the 
inside of the mill is done through the shell. They 
are manufactured with the same dimension as 
normal plates and are afterwards adjusted to the 
dimensions of each manhole.
This plates always have a metal reinforcement on 
the back to increase their rigidity.

GRATES

Grates are essential elements of ball mill 
diaphragms. Their main function is to prevent 
grinded media elements to leave the mill if 
their size is too big. Customized perforations are 
offered for each customer.

COUNTER GRATE PIECES

Counter grate pieces are used to direct the 
grinded media flow into the discharge tube.

RUBBER LINING ELEMENTS
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ANCHORAGE SYSTEMS 

Through Anchorage System

Welded Bolt Anchorage System

Counter-Grate Anchorage System

Through Anchorage System is used when 
the mil is drilled. It is the most versatile and 
spreaded system.

ELASTEC S.L. system does offer huge advantages 
when doing maintenance, achieving enormous 
maintenance time reductions.

Welded Bolt system is usually 
used in undrilled mills or in the 
areas where the shell cannot 
be drilled (belt zone). 

In order to use this system bolts are welded to the interior of the ball mill 
and special lifterbars are used. 
When doing maintenance operations additional time is required to 
remove the lining and check the state of the bolts, resulting in longer 
stop times than when using through anchorage system.

In the diaphragm of continuous 
multi-chamber mills, Counter-
grate anchorage system is used to 
fixate the diaphragm lining.

ELASTEC S.L.  uses several Anchorage systems to fix the rubber lining to the mill’s structure. All of these 
systems guarantee proper fixation of the lining, but they are used in different situations.
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At ELASTEC S.L. we work with ball mill manufacturers, machinery equipment distributors 
and final customers.
Since the very beginning a huge part of our production has been internationally distributed. 
This is a map showing the location of some of our customers around the world.

You can get in touch with us through phone, email, skype… 

• Tel: +34 964 691101

• E-mail: elastec@elastec.es

• Skype: elastech

• Web: www.elastec.es
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